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TOMU Named In Washington Business Journal’s Startups To Watch In 2022 

The DC-area modular builder is one of ten companies highlighted for innovation in Greater Washington 

 

WASHINGTON, DC & FREDERICK, MD, Jan. 14, 2022 – Today, TOMU was named in Washington Business 

Journal’s recent list of Startups to Watch in 2022. TOMU is joined by Aneta Ed, Cooler, Larabee, Moment AI, 

Mytonomy, Novilla Pharmaceuticals, ShiftMed, We Are Marcus, and Wellfound Foods as companies leading 

innovation in the Greater Washington-area.  

TOMU is bringing innovations in modular and prefabricated construction to the leisure and hospitality space 

through their line of modular dwellings aimed at vacation home buyers, rental property investors, and hotel 

developers. 

Washington Business Journal’s article can be viewed at: 

https://www.bizjournals.com/washington/news/2022/01/14/meet-10-startups-to-watch-in-2022.html  

With TOMU’s spotlight at: 

https://www.bizjournals.com/washington/news/2022/01/14/startups-to-watch-tomu-modular-vacation-

villas.html 

The TOMU Villa line consists of a studio, 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom floor plans that are prefabricated in TOMU’s 

Frederick, Maryland manufacturing facility and shipped 95% complete to the developer’s chosen site, with only 

minimal on-site assembly and finish work required.  

“We are very excited and honored to be listed with the other nine companies in Washington Business Journal’s 

Startups to Watch this year,” said Chris Osaka, the President and Founder of TOMU. “We hope we can leverage 

our location in Washington to promote the benefits of modular construction and accelerate regulatory change to 

make these building innovations more easily accessible to a wider audience.” 

Individual TOMU Villa reservations are currently available on bytomu.com, with a portal for multi-unit sales at 

bytomu.com/developers with deliveries beginning in Fall 2022.  

 

About TOMU 

TOMU, LLC was founded in 2020 with simple mission – to design beautiful spaces and products that enhance 

and bring value to our customers lives. TOMU creates high-amenity modular dwellings and home products for 

leisure and hospitality-use with industry-leading quality at accessible prices. For more information on TOMU and 

its leadership, visit https://www.bytomu.com/about. 
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